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IIEUROPE IS INCOMPLETE WITHOUT SPAIN'' 
- 
JENKINS
Accession Ta !E:-9eel
Following is the text of the speech by EC Commission President Roy
Jenkins on the occasion of the opening, in Brussels on 5 February 7979, ot
the Spanish Government's negotiations to join the European Community.
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On behalf of the European Commission I express my great satisfaction
at the formal opening of the negotiations which are designed to lead to the
accession of Spain to the European Communities.
This is a happy day for us as well as you. Spain is part of Europe,
and Europe is incomplete without Spain. The geography, history and civilization
of your country are part of the very pith and marrow of Europe, and have been
so from the beginning. If in the 1970s you have need of the Community, so the
Conrmunity has need of Spain. The Community represents a gathering in of the
European peoples at a time when their position ln the world has greatly changed,
is in some respects diminishedr but has a new cohesion and underlying strength
which comes from our growing unity. Your membership will add to that cohesion
and strength, and enrich the Community, in the same way that I believe the
Community will strengthen and enrich Spain.
You come to this table with t.he immeasurable asset of ful1 support
from your people and all the political parties through which Spanish opinion
is expressed. I pay tribute not only to your government but also to your sovereign
for the remarkable and peaceful way in which Spain has undergone profound consti-
tutionat change in such a short time.
The new institution of parliamentary democracy in Spain and your
respect for human rights have Eogether created the conditions tor Spanish member-
ship of the Community. I recal1 the declaration of our Heads of State and Government
in December 1977 that "respect for and maintenance of representative democracy
and human rights in each applicant country are essential elements of the European
Communi tyrr .
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The Commission rests on the foundation of the original Treaties but
iE is an organism in evolution rather than a static construction' Even if we
are far from having attained all our objectives, I know of none which has been
abandoned and none to which we are not closer than vle \'{ere jusE over 20 years
ago.
we are, I think, all agreed that enlargement of the community should
not cause either its dilution or the enfeebLement of its institutions' The
commission sees in enlargemenE the opporEunity to concentrate our common political'
economic and soclal interests and to strengthen our common institutions' Hence
the particular importance of the forthcoming electlons to the European Parliament
by direct universal suffrage, and the early establlshment of a European Monetary
System. Just as you will have to look to your osrn economy and your owrl institutions'
so vre in the existing community will have to look to ours. I will not go over the
detailed points made in the excellent speech by the President of the council' I
would likl simply to affirm and reaffirm that we in the commission will do
everything in our power to bring negotiations for the accession of Spain Eo a
timely and successiul conclusion. There will be difficulties. But we are convinced
that it is possible to find arrangemenEs satisfactory to both Spain and the
Community as a whole.
your considered decision to seek membership of the Community has made
possible the opening of these negotiations today, a day that l ErusE may be
recalled with deep Iatisfaction by future Senerations of Spaniards as of all our
European PeoPle.
